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Let f # Z[x] with degree k and let p be a prime. By a complete trigonometric
sum we mean a sum of the form S(q, f )=qx=1 eq ( f (x)), where q is a positive
integer and eq (:)=exp(2?if (x)q). Professor Chalk made a conjecture on the upper
bound of S(q, f ) when q is a prime power. We prove Chalk’s conjecture, in the
affirmative, if p is relatively small but 3. When p3 is relatively large, we give
an alternative upper bound which is best possible. For p=2, we also improve
previous results.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout let k be an integer 2. Let p be a prime and let
f (x)=ak xk+ } } } +a1x+a0 # Z[x]. (1)
For any positive integer q, let
S(q, f )= :
0x<q
eq [ f (x)], (2)
where eq (:)=exp(2?i:q). We now define the p-content of f by
&p ( f )=: if p: | (ak , ..., a0) and p:+1 |% (ak , ..., a0).
Suppose that q=pn and that
&p [ f (x)& f (0)]=0, &p [ f $(x)]=t. (3)
Note that the inequality ptk is a trivial consequence of (3). Let r=r( f )
denote the number of distinct roots of the congruence
p&t f $(x)#0(mod p) (0x<p). (4)
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If r>0, let +1 , ..., +r and m1 , ..., mr denote the roots and their multiplicities,
respectively, of the congruence (4). Write m( f )=m=m1+ } } } +mr and
M( f )=M=max(m1 , ..., mr).
Hua’s estimate [5],
|S(q, f )|<C(k)q1&1k+=, (5)
where C(k) is a constant depending on k, plays an essential role in some
problems, say, for example, Waring’s problem, of number theory. A well-
known work of Weil [10] says that, when &p [ f (x)& f (0)]=0,
|S(p, f )|(k&1) p12. (6)
After Weil’s work, it is possible to take ==0 in (5). Further, when q is a
power of p, Hua [6] determined C(k)=k3.
Chalk [1] established a precise form of Hua’s estimation.
Theorem A (Chalk [1]). Let p2 be a prime and n an integer 2.
Then
(i) |S(pn, f )|mkpt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)], if r( f )>0;
(ii) S(pn, f )=0, if r( f )=0 and n2(t+1);
otherwise, |S(pn, f )|p2t+1, where ptk.
Chalk further made the following conjecture.
Conjecture (Chalk [1]). Let p be a prime and n a positive integer.
Then
|S(pn, f )|mpt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)].
The result of Ping Ding [2] implies that
|S(pn, f )|mp{(M+1)pt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)],
where {=(log klog p), which is an improvement of Theorem A.
In [7], W. K. A. Loh obtained a further improvement,
|S(pn, f )|mp%(M+1)pt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)],
where
%=%(p)={1 if p3,2 if p=2.
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We shall prove Chalk’s conjecture, in the affirmative, for 3pmM+1
in our Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. If 3pmM+1, then
|S(pn, f )|mpt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)].
Chalk’s conjecture, however, may not hold when p>mM+1, for which
we provide an example in Section 4. We shall establish Theorem 2 to
modify Chalk’s conjecture for p>mM+1.
Theorem 2. Let p3. If p>mM+1, then
|S(pn, f )|p1(M+1)pt(M+1) pn[1&1(M+1)].
We shall provide two examples in Section 4 to show that Theorems 1
and 2 are best possible. When p=2, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3. We have
|S(2n, f )|m2(t+1)(M+1)2n[1&1(M+1)].
Unfortunately, when p=2, we are unable to make further save on m, as
Theorem 1 does. We conjecture that similar result of Theorem 1 holds for
p=2.
Conjecture. If m>1, then
|S(2n, f )|m2t(M+1)2n[1&1|(M+1)].
When m=1, a similar result of Theorem 2 for p=2 is implied by
Theorem 3.
Write
f $(x)=kak ‘
1is
(x&‘i)ei,
where ‘i (i=1, ..., s) are the distinct roots of f $(x) in a finite extension of
Kp of the p-adic field Qp and
$=Vp [%( f $)],
where %( f $) denotes the different of f $(x) and the unique extension of the
valuation in Qp to Kp . Define
e= max
1is
ei
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and
{={1, if pk;0, if p>k.
On proving a conjecture of Loxton and Smith [8], Loxton and
Vaughan [9] established the following theorem.
Theorem B. Let f be a polynomial of degree k2. Then
|S( pn, f )|(k&1) p$(e+1)p{(e+1) pn[1&1(e+1)].
When f # Z[x] and all roots of f $=0 are integers, one has e=M,
$=t+1 for pk, and mk&1. By comparison our Theorems 1 and 2
are sharper than Theorem B. To see this, we provide a simple example
as follows. Let p=3 and f (x)=x4&8x2. Then f $(x)=4x3&16x=
4x(x+2)(x&2). Now k=4, t=0, $=1, e=M=1, and m=3. Since
p<mM+1, Theorem 1 is applicable to this example; in fact, whenever f $
can be completely factored in integers, we have m=k&1, and conse-
quently, p<mM+1 for p<k. For general n, Theorem 1 gives 3(n+2)2 and
Theorem B gives 3(n+3)2 as upper bounds for |S(3n, f )| .
2. PRELIMINARIES
For any root +j of the congruence (4), let
_j=&p [ f (py++j)& f (+j)],
g j (y)=p&_j[ f (py++j)& f (+j)],
and
tj=&p [g$j (y)].
Define further that
S+= :
y#+(mod p)
0y<pn
epn [ f ( y)].
The argument in the proof of Lemma 3 of [7] gives, for nt+2 and p3
or nt+3 and p=2, that
S+= :
y#+(mod p)
0y<pn&t&1
epn [ f (y)] :
0z<pt+1
ept+1 [ f $(y)z].
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The inner sum is equal to 0 unless y#+j (mod p) for some j. For
convenience, we write Sj for S+j . Clearly,
S(pn, f )= :
r
j=1
Sj (7)
and
|Sj |pn&1. (8)
Lemma 1. We have
_j+tjt+mj+1.
Proof. See, for example, Lemma 2 of [1].
Lemma 2 (See [7, Lemma 3]). Suppose that either nt+2 and p3
or nt+3 and p=2. Then
|Sj |=p_j&1 |S(pn&_j, gj)| ,
provided that n>_j .
Lemma 3. If p3 and mj=1, then tj=0 and _j=t+2.
Proof. By the Taylor expansion,
f (py++j)& f (+j)= :
i1
f (i)(+j)
i !
piyi. (9)
Since mj=1 and p3, &p[( f "(+j)2) p2]=t+2. It follows at once from
the definition of t that &p [ f $(+j) p]=t+2. Note that f $$$(+j)2!#0
(mod pt), which implies that f $$$(+j) p33!#0 (mod pt+2). When h4,
h&2&p (h). Combining the fact f (h)(+j)(h&1)!#0 (mod pt), we obtain
that f (h)(+j) phh!#0 (mod pt+2) for h3. Hence, _jt+2. Now
Lemma 1 implies _jt+2, and the conclusion _j=t+2 follows. Again by
Lemma 1, _j=t+2 implies tj=0. This completes the proof.
Lemma 4. Let mj=1 and _j=t+2. Then, when p5,
g j (y)#p&(t+1) f $(+j) y+p&t
f "(+j)
2!
y2 (mod p), (10)
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and, for p=3,
g j (y)#_3&(t+1) f $(+j)+3&t f $$(+j)2! & y+3&t
f "(+j)
2!
y2 (mod 3). (11)
Proof. By (9),
g j (y)=p&_j[ f (pu++j)& f (+j)]
=p&(t+2) :
i1
f (i)(+j) piyii !.
The lemma now follows directly from the fact that &p (h)h&3 whenever
h3, p5 or h4, p=3.
Lemma 5. Let nt+2 and p3. If n&_j=tj+1, then
|Sj |mj pt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)].
Proof. If M=1, then mj=1 for all j and Lemma 3 gives that tj=0 and
_j=t+2. By Lemmas 2 and 4, and Weil’s inequality (6), we have
|Sj |p_j&1 |S(pn&_j, g j)|=pt+1 S(p, g j)|pt+32.
A simple calculation shows that
t+32=t2+(t+3)(1&12)=t(M+1)+n[1&1(M+1)],
which meets the requirement. Therefore, we may assume in the following
that M2.
If mj<M, then we have, by (8) and Lemma 1,
|Sj |pn&1=p[(_j+tj+1)(M+1)]&1 pn[1&1(M+1)]
 p[(t+mj+2)(M+1)]&1 pn[1&1(M+1)]
pt(M+1) pn[1&1(M+1)].
Next we consider the case M=mj2. When pMM+1, using the same
way as above, we obtain
|Sj |pn&1=p[(_j+tj+1)(M+1)]&1 pn[1&1(M+1)]
p[(t+mj+2)(M+1)]&1 pn[1&1(M+1)]
p(t+1)(M+1) pn[1&1(M+1)]
mj pt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)].
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Suppose now that p>MM+1. Since M=mj2, p>mj+6. The Taylor
expansion yields
g j (y)=p&_j[ f (py++j)& f (+j)]
=p&_j :
i1
f (i)(+j) piyii !
= :
i1
bi yi, say.
When u1, we have
&p (bmj+1+u)=&p ( f
(mj+1+u)(+j)(mj+u)!)&&p (mj+1+u)
+mj+1+u&_j .
It follows from the definition of t that
&p ( f (mj+1+u)(+j)(mj+u)!)t.
Moreover, since p > mj + 6, &p (mj + 1 +u)  u & 1 if u  6 and
&p (mj+1+u)=0 if 1u<6. Thus, by Lemma 1 and the fact that tj0,
we have
&p (bmj+1+u)t&(u&1)+mj+1+u&(mj+t+1)=1, for all u1.
Therefore,
g j (y)#p&_j _ f $(+j) py+ f "(+j)2! p2y2+ } } } +
f (mj+1)(+j)
(mj+1)!
pmj+1ymj+1&
(mod p). (12)
Write
gj (y)=h(y)+h (y),
where
h(y)= :
1imj+1
bi yi
and
h (y)= :
imj+2
bi yi.
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Notice that h(y) is just the right-hand side of the congruence (12) and
h (y)#0 (mod p). By the definition of _j , (b0 , b1 , ..., bmj+1 , p)=1. Since
tj=&p[g$j (y)], we have g$j (y)#0 (mod ptj), whence h$(y)#0 (mod ptj).
This implies that ptj | i for some 1imj+1. Thus ptjmj+1 which
implies that tj=0. Hence, by Lemma 2, (12), and Weil’s inequality (6) we
obtain
|Sj |p_j&1 |S(pn&_j, g j (y))|
=p_j&1 |S(p, g j (y))|
mj p_j&12.
A simple calculation for the power of p shows that
_j&12=[(_j+1)(M+1)]&32+n[1&1(M+1)].
The first two terms of the right-hand side, in view of Lemma 1, are
bounded by
[(t+mj+2)(M+1)]&32t(M+1),
as required. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 6. Suppose that nt+2 and p3. Then
|S(pn, f )|mpt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)].
Proof. An induction on n is employed to establish the lemma. We first
verify the case n=t+2. It follows from (8) that
|Sj |pn&1=p[(t+2)(M+1)]&1 pn[1&1(M+1)]
pt(M+1) pn[1&1(M+1)].
Suppose that n>t+2. If n&_jtj , by (8) we have
|Sj |pn&1=p[n(M+1)]&1pn[1&1(M+1)],
and by Lemma 1,
n
M+1
&1
_j+tj
M+1
&1
t
M+1
,
establishing the lemma for this case.
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The case n&_j=tj+1 is verified by Lemma 5.
We may now assume that n&_jtj+2. By Lemma 2, we have
|Sj |p_j&1 |S(pn&_j, g j)| . (13)
By induction on n, we obtain
|Sj |m(g j ) p_j&1ptj(M(gj)+1)p (n&_j)[1&1(M(gj)+1)]. (14)
We claim that m(g j)mj . To see this, we observe that
p&tj g$j (y)=p&tj&_j :
i1
f (i)(+j) piyi&1(i&1)!
= :
i1
ci&1 yi&1, say.
The definition of t gives
&p [ f (i)(+j)(i&1)!]t for all i1.
Hence, when imj+2, we have
&p [ci&1]t+i&(_j+tj)1;
here we apply Lemma 1 to the last inequality. This implies
p&tj g$j ( y)# :
1imj+1
ci&1 yi&1 (mod p),
and (c0 , c1 , ..., cmj , p)=1 by the definition of t. Since m(g j) is the total
number of roots of the congruence
p&tj g$j (y)#0 (mod p), 0y<p,
it is also the total number of roots of the congruence
:
1imj+1
ci&1 yi&1#0 (mod p), 0y<p.
Since the degree of this polynomial is mj and (c0 , c1 , ..., cmj , p)=1, we have
m(g j)mj by Theorem 107 of [3].
The inequality M(g j)M is an immediate consequence of the claimed
inequality, for M(g j)m( g j)mjM.
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We now work on the powers of p. Put
7=
tj
M(g j)+1
+(n&_j) _1& 1M(g j)+1& .
By observation,
7=(n&_j) _1&\1& tjn&_j+<(M(g j)+1)&
(n&_j) _1&\1& tjn&_j+<(M+1)&
where we applied M(g j)M to the last inequality. Thus, in view of
Lemma 1, we obtain
_j&1+7
_j+tj
M+1
&1+n[1&1(M+1)]
(mj+t+1)(M+1)&1+n[1&1(M+1)]
t(M+1)+n[1&1(M+1)].
Collecting this and (14) and noting that m(g j)mj , we have
|Sj |mj pt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)].
Summing over j completes the proof of the lemma.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1. When nt+1, by a trivial estimate, we have
|S( pn, f )| pn p(t+1)(M+1) pn[1&1(M+1)]
mpt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)],
provided that pmM+1.
When nt+2, the theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.
Proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of Theorem 1, when nt+1,
|S( pn, f )|pnp(t+1)(M+1) pn[1&1(M+1)].
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When nt+2 and p>mM+1, Lemma 6 yields
|S( pn, f )|mpt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)]
 p1(M+1)pt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)].
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 3. If nt+1, again by a trivial estimate, we obtain
|S(2n, f )|2n2(t+1)(M+1)2n[1&1(M+1)].
Suppose now that n=t+2. We have, as usual,
S(2n, f )= :
y mod 2
:
z mod 2t+1
e2t+2( f (y+2z))
= :
y mod 2
e2t+2( f (y)) :
z mod 2t+1
e2t+2 \ :i1 f
(i)(y) zi2ii !+ .
When i3, &2(i)i&2. It is also easily seen that 2t(i&1)! | f (i)(y). Thus,
for i3,
f (i)(y)2ii !#0 (mod 2t+2).
This implies
S(2n, f )= :
y mod 2
e2t+2( f (y)) :
z mod 2t+1
e2(2&t f $(y)z+2&t f "(y)z2)
=2t :
y mod 2
e2t+2( f (y)) :
z mod 2
e2(2&t f $(y)z+2&t f "(y)z2).
The sum on z is trivially either 0 or 2 and must be zero for at least one
value of y. Hence
|S(2n, f )|2t+12t(M+1)2n[1&1(M+1)].
Suppose that nt+3. It follows from Lemma 2 that, if n>_j ,
|Sj |=2_j&1 |S(2n&_j, g j)| . (15)
Moreover, for all nt+3,
|Sj |2n&1. (16)
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We consider the following cases:
When n&_jtj+1, (16) gives that
|Sj |2n&1=2n(M+1)&12n[1&1(M+1)].
The first power of 2 does not exceed
_j+tj+1
M+1
&1
mj+t+2
M+1
&1
t+1
M+1
;
here we apply Lemma 1 to the first inequality.
Suppose that n&_j=tj+2. By the same method we employed to deal
with the case n=t+2, we have
|S(2n&_j, g j)|2n&_j&1.
Thus (15) yields
|Sj |2n&2=2n(M+1)&22n[1&1(M+1)].
By Lemma 1, the first power of 2 is bounded by
mj+t+3
M+1
&2
t
M+1
.
Summing up over j, we obtain
|S(2n, f )|m2(t+1)(M+1)2n[1&1(M+1)].
Assume that n&_jtj+3. It follows from (15), induction on n, and the
fact that m(gj)mj that
|Sj |=2_j&1 |S(2n&_j, g j)|2_j&1m( g j) 2(tj+1)[M(gj)+1] 2(n&_j )[1&1(M(gj)+1)]
mj 2_j&12(tj+1)[M(gj )+1] 2(n&_j )[1&1(M(gj )+1)]. (17)
Note that M(g j)M. Thus,
tj+1
M(g j)+1
+(n&_j) _1& 1M(gj)+1&
=(n&_j) _1&\ 1M(g j)+1&
tj+1
(M(gj)+1)(n&_j)+&

tj+1
M+1
+(n&_j) \1& 1M+1+ .
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Therefore, by Lemma 1, the powers of 2 at the right-hand side of (17) do
not exceed
_j+tj+1
M+1
&1+n \1& 1M+1+
mj+t+2
M+1
&1+n \1& 1M+1+

t+1
M+1
+n \1& 1M+1+ ,
as required.
The theorem now follows by summing up over j.
4. EXAMPLES
We give two examples here to demonstrate that Theorems 1 and 2 are
best possible.
Example 1. For any prime p, let f (x)=x2(xp&1&1). Since f $(x)#&x
(mod p), we have r=m=M=1, t=0. Chalk’s conjecture gives
|S(p, f )|p12, but S(p, f )=p. When p3, the upper bound of our
Theorem 2 gives p1(M+1) pt(M+1)pn[1&1(M+1)]=p which shows that
Theorem 2 is best possible.
Example 2. Let p=3, n=2, and f (x)=>0i2 (x+i )
2. We have
f $(x)=2x(x+1)(x+2)(3x2+6x+2). Thus, t=0, m=r=3, and M=1.
Now p<mM+1 so that Theorem 1 is applicable. Since f (x) is divisible by
9 for all x=0, 1, ..., 8, we have S(32, f )=9. On the other hand, the upper
bound in Theorem 1 reads m3t(M+1)3n[1&1(M+1)]=9, which shows that
Theorem 1 is best possible.
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